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1.0 Introduction 
1.1  Piloting Intensive Coaching Approach  
Head teachers are the immediate pedagogical coaches at the school level. It is important that 
their capacity is enhanced to help them play the role of coaches effectively. This pilot is about 
enhancing their capacity as pedagogical coaches.  Capacity enhancement training will take place 
in term 1, 2 and 3 this year. Program staff, CCTs and zonal head teachers will provide coaching 
to the head teachers to help them to support teachers. The intensive coaching activity will enable 
the head teachers and teachers to accelerate reading in schools.   

Figure 1.  Head Teacher Intensive Coaching Pilot to improve early grade reading achievement1 

 

 

The project staff will collect feedback from the head teachers, teachers and learners that will 
support the rollout. Conditions for the roll out will be based on the following:   

• Head teachers’ competence in providing instructional support. 
• The frequency of head teachers’ support and feedback to teachers.  
• How useful the support and feedback are to the teachers.   
• Creating opportunities for peer coaches 

 
1 National Center for Education Evaluation and Regional Assistance, US Department of Education.  The Effects of a 
Principal Professional Development Program focused on Instructional Leadership (October 2019). 
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• Creating a positive and supportive workplace 

This manual will support the pedagogical leaders to acquire coaching competences mainly 
focusing on listening skills, questioning techniques, giving technical advice and constructive 
feedback. 

1.2 Intensive Coaching Approach 
Point for reflection: The head teacher is a pedagogical leader. (Do you agree with this 
statement? Give reasons for the response.  

Meaning of intensive coaching. 

It is an activity where an instructional specialist continuously work with a teacher to discuss 
classroom practices in a way that is aimed at improving teaching and learning.   

1.2.1 Importance of intensive coaching 
• Develops teachers’ professional knowledge, performance or practice. 
• Allows professional teaching support and feedback. 
• Enables teachers’ to set appropriate goals.      
• Creates mutual respect between the teacher and head teacher. 

1.2.2 Qualities of a good instructional coach 
A good coach;  

• Communicates effectively- uses a wide range of questions and gives constructive 
feedback.  

• Inspires teachers to set goals and supports them to work towards achieving the goals – 
result oriented.  

• Works with the teachers to overcome instructional challenges.  
• Models good practices for teachers to emulate in a classroom.  
• Facilitates on-going positive change 
• Supports teachers to prioritize areas of improvement.  
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2.0  Adult Learning Principles 
During intensive coaching sessions, it is important for the coach to remember that he/she is 
working with adults.  This therefor calls for the need for the coach to understand adult learning 
principles and putting them into practice as they interact with the teacher.   

Figure 2: Adult Learning Principles2  

 

 

 

 
2 This information has been adapted from the Facilitation Training and capacity Building Course developed by the 
Canadian Centre for intercultural Learning and delivered to GoE staff in June 2012  as indicated in “A Systematic 
Approach to PSNP Capacity Development Resource Guide” page 96 & 97 

Adult 
learning 

Principles 

Adults learn best 
when they perceive 

thet the learning 
process has personal 

meaning to them

Adults learn best 
when they take 

responsibility for 
their own learning 

through participation 

Adults learn best 
when a variety of 
learning methods 

are used

learning is progressive. 
start "where they are" 

and respond to 
emerging interests

Adults need time to 
evaluate and reflect 

on what they are 
learning 
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3.0 Lesson Observation  
 

The project designed a lesson tool (see Annex 1) to help a coach to register observations.  This 
will help the coach to discuss the teacher’s impressions of the lesson to those attributes that were 
observed.  This helps the discussion and any constructive feedback to be specific and actionable. 
It captures what happens between the coach and teacher before, during and after the lesson.    

 

3.1 Lesson Observation Cycle   
There are three major stages for the lesson observation. These include; 

 
 
3.1.2 Pre-observation 
 
The head teacher interacts with the teacher to review what the teacher is going to teach in the 
lesson. They focus on reviewing the teacher’s lesson plan.  
 
3.2.2 Tips for reviewing the teacher’s lesson plans 

• Read through the teacher’s lesson plan, side by side with the Teacher’s Guide. 

Pre- observation
- Create rapport
- Agree on time for lesson observation
-Us teacher guide and pupil book to review 
lesson plan
-Guide the teacher to address gaps in the 
lesson plan 

Observation
-Use teacher the guide and lesson 
obsrevaton tool
- Pay attaention to what learners are 
doing
- Allow  teacher to complete  the 
lesson before giving feedback

Post Observation
- Meet the teacher in a quiet place
- Allow the teacher to talk about 
the lesson on strengths, areas of 
improvement and wayforward
- Give feedback after each aspect
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• Note areas where content has been added/omitted/skipped and changes he/she has made 
in the steps in teaching procedure.  

• Discuss with the teacher how he/she can better prepare and demonstrate the lesson steps 
in the teaching procedure. (Model what the teacher is not sure of) 

• Check if the teacher summarizes the steps in the teaching procedure.  
• Also check for clarity and presentation of instructions for learners. 

This information is to be completed before the lesson begins.  
3.2.3 Lesson Observation  
The coach goes to class at an agreed time to observe the lesson. He follows the lesson 
observation tool on the tablet.  Alongside a tablet, remember to have your blue book with you. 
Note down other issues that are not on the tool but have featured in the lesson and need to be 
shared with the teacher. Position yourself where you can have a good view of what goes on in 
the class without destructing the class.  

3.2.4  Post Observation 
After the lesson observation, you will discuss the lesson with the teacher.  The purpose of this 
discussion is to have the teacher reflect on his/her instruction, so try to have the discussion as soon 
after the observation as possible.  The observations you noted using the classroom observation tool 
are important for having this discussion: 

1) Begin by asking the teacher the following questions (let them talk, and listen to what they 
have to say) 

- What did the lesson feel like?  
- What part was not clear? 

2) Then: 

a. Share what you felt the teacher did well.  

b. Look at the things you thought they could improve and what they said could be improved.  
Identify 1-2 things together that the teacher could focus on.  

Note:  Remember, it is not helpful to give a long list of things to improve. Focus on one two things. 
Also, if the teacher has already mentioned improvement areas that you also noted, focus on those 
– the teacher will be more motivated to work on problem areas he/she has identified him/herself. 

c. Ask the teacher if he/she has ideas of how to improve that area.  You can also give a 
suggestion. 

Then, encourage the teacher to think more deeply and critically. In most cases, the teacher knows 
the solutions and it is best to support them find the best solutions.  

• What can you improve on next time? 
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• Besides what we just talked about, what other things could help you teach literacy 
lessons? 

• Is there anything else you want to tell/share with me? 

4.0 Coaching Tips   
Point for reflection: If you had one hour to solve a problem how would you apportion your time to solve 
it?  

Read the statement and relate it to your work as a coach. What does it mean to you? 

 “If I had an hour to solve a problem and my life depended on the solution, I would spend the first 55 
minutes determining the proper question to ask, for once I know the proper question, I could solve the 
problem in less than 5 minutes.” – ALBERT EINSTEIN – 

 Challenge teachers to stretch beyond what they know and remind them that they are lifelong learners. 
The challenge is to show the individual that their potential is much bigger than the picture they hold for 
themselves. Challenging teachers to find solutions require a strong relationship of trust and integrity. The 
head teacher’s challenge must come from a place of 'knowing' given that it is inviting the individual to 
step out of their comfort zone and into a space of greater vulnerability.  

The most important skills to apply during pre- and post-observation conferences is asking 
powerful questions, listening and providing constructive feedback. 

4.1 Questioning Tips 
Clarification Questions:  
What does it feel like?  
What part was not clear?  
 

Elaboration Questions:  
Can you tell me more?  
What other ideas do you have about it?  

  
Anticipation:  
What is possible?  
What is exciting to you about this?  
What does your intuition tell you?  

Exploration:  
What other angles have you thought of?  
What is just one more possibility? 

  
Implementation:  
What will you have to do to get the job 
done?  
What support do you need to accomplish 
it?  
What will you do?  
Outcomes:  
How do you think you would improve 
your practice?  
What is your desired outcome?  

Planning:  
What do you plan to do about it?  
How do you suppose you could improve the 
situation?  
Resources:  
What resources do you need to help you 
decide?  
What resources are available to you? 
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How will you know you have reached 
your outcome?  
 

 

4.2 Listening Tips 
• Listen deeply with your ears, your eyes and your heart. Listen for content, emotions and 

intent.  
• Active listening involves,  listening for:  
- what the individual says  
- what the individual doesn’t say  
- the individual’s mindset  
- the individuals assumptions or beliefs about themselves  
- commitment  
- the individual’s vision, values and purpose  
- what makes the individual come alive  
- what makes the individual go flat and withdraw  
- resistance  
- fear  
- backtracking  

4.3 Other coaching tips 
• Wait until after the lesson is finished to give any feedback or correction. 
• Talk with the teacher about the lesson in private, without any learners present. 
• Ask the teacher his/her feelings/ideas about the lesson first, before you give any 

feedback. 
• Listen to the teacher 
• Make sure to point out positive things the teacher has done 
• If the teacher has already mentioned the things he/she needs to work on, don’t feel like 

you have to add more things 
• Mention only 2-3 things to work on, and try to focus on the things the teacher has already 

noted and/or things that are easiest/simplest to change (over time you can get to more 
difficult things) 

• Always to treat the teacher with respect, honor his/her experience, and recognize the 
challenges he/she faces. 

5.0 Documentation of teacher coaching sessions 
Point for reflection: While sharing with the zonal head teacher, the head teacher Nattugunda Primary 
School noted he saw no need of recording and keeping a record on the teachers he supports while 
teaching because he knows all of them and can recall what they did. Each time they meet he uses his 
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memory. Likewise, the teachers are bright. They can recall the areas we shared. They do not have to 
write. (If you are the zonal head teacher (coach), what discussion would you have with the head teacher?)     

5.1 Support Supervision Book/Blue Book 
During the monitoring and support supervision of teachers on teaching reading, supervisors 
discovered that although some teachers said that head teachers had observed their lessons, there 
was no written evidence. Aware of the significance of support supervision to the effective 
implementation of the reading methodology, we have suggested use of A4 hard cover books to 
help both teachers and head teachers keep a record of support supervision visits to teachers by 
different supervisors (head teachers, deputy head teachers, CCTs, Inspectors and Ministry 
officials).   

5.1.1 Why use a book, not a file?  
Using a book is cheaper, more durable and sustainable than a file. Schools may not afford 
/sustain the cost of photocopying lesson observation forms if support supervision is to be 
continuous. 

5.1.2 Distribution  
All teachers that were trained in the EGR methodology were given a copy of the blue book and 
the head teachers and deputies will also get a copy. These will be used for support supervision. 

5.1.3 How to use the books 
Teachers are expected to keep a record of all supervision feedback in the books. During post 
observation with the supervisors, the teachers write down a summary of key issues arising from 
the lesson he/she taught. This summary should include strong points, areas in need of 
improvement and way forward focusing on content, methodology and instructional materials. 
Then the teachers and the supervisors sign at the bottom of the summary. Teachers can also keep 
notes about challenging lessons or aspects of teaching using the methodology in the books. 

Subsequent support supervisors should always refer to comments made in previous support 
supervision summaries to follow up the agreed upon actions and see if the teachers implement 
them.  

Head teachers, deputy Head teachers and any other supervisors are expected to use support 
supervision books while supporting teachers. Supervisors should write a summary of key issues 
arising from the lesson.    

NB: The head teacher should make sure the book is accessible to all people who come to 
give support to the teacher.  

5.1.4 Support Supervision Post Observation Conference Record Form 
School Name: ________________________ CC: ___________________________ 
Teacher Name: _______________________ Male/Female: __________________  

Learning Area/Subject: _________________ Class: _________________________  
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Theme/Topic: _________________________ Sub-theme/Sub-topic: ___________  

Date: __________________  

Strong Points 

  

Areas of improvement:  

  

Way Forward: 

  

Signatures:  

Teacher Supervised:  

Name: __________________ Signature: ____________________ Date: _________________  

 

Supervisor/Supervisors: 

Name: __________________ Signature: ____________________ Date: _________________  

Name: __________________ Signature: ____________________ Date: _________________ 

 

6.0 Learner’s Assessment  
You will randomly select learners from the classes and work with one at a time. Conduct this 
activity as if it were a game. This will enable learners respond with ease. The purpose of this 
activity is to help you understand the reading ability of individual learners. You will be supported 
with a tool known as a learner check.  A learner check is a tool with different reading exercises 
ranging from letter sounds to sentences. This will help you monitor the progress of the learners. 

Steps to follow: 

• Go over the learner check with the EGR teacher you have observed. 

• Enter the classroom and randomly pick learners. Select 6 learners. 3 boys and 3 girls.  

• With the teacher, administer this test to each learner, ONE AT A TIME. 

• If a learner is unable to do what is being asked, move on to the next question. 

• Thank all learners and ask them to return to class.  
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• Discuss results with the teacher in relation to the recorded class continuous assessment 
monitoring form (CAM form). 

• Kindly tally results and keep the result sheets in a file.  

• Place a tick () on the correctly read item. 

• Cross out (×) the wrong response. 

• In case the learner does not respond, do not put any mark on the item. 

• You should not spend more than 5 minutes on each learner for assessment. 

Sample Learner Checks – Refer to Appendix 2 

7.0 Teachers Continuous Professional Development 
One of the roles of head teachers is to create opportunity for teachers’ continuous professional 
development (CPD) to address emerging issues. Workshops are one of the CPD strategies.   

7.1 Guidelines for a Continuous Professional Development workshops  
• Collect information of teachers’ actual needs. Try to look out for weaknesses relating 

to, for example different competence areas – teachers beliefs about teaching reading, 
their ability to integrate and use EGR materials alongside the curriculum documents, 
their knowledge of how EGR should be taught and why, demonstrated skills of 
teaching EGR, teachers’ confidence in their own capabilities. 

• Consult with the deputy head teachers, some teachers, your colleagues as well as other 
resource persons to determine what specific support the teachers need in the identified 
competence areas. 

• Identify some teachers who are doing well in the specified competence areas. Discuss 
with them their approaches and how they would support peers to improve their 
performance. You will work with the deputy head teacher and the selected teacher to 
co-facilitate the CPD. 

• Plan with the deputy head teacher how the workshop will be run - date and venue, 
content, methodology, support materials, facilitators and participants and meals.  

• Use the planning time to develop workshop schedule and session plans as these will 
guide the delivery of the suggested content areas as well as keeping the facilitators 
focused on the planned activity. The session plan may include the topic, purpose, 
background, objectives/competences, instructional materials, references, and the 
procedure and session evaluation. 

• Plan a time during the activity when participants will share their classroom 
experiences to enrich each other`s awareness of their realities. 

• Plan for participant feedback during workshop or seminar sessions and use it to gauge 
how well the facilitators are appealing to their needs. 
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• Devise means of documenting the successes, challenges and agreed way forward. 
Issues reported on should the salient ones that support/ derail the teaching of reading 
in schools. 

• Use practical and dynamic methods to deliver content and assess participant learning, 
including demonstration of methods and techniques, collaborative learning techniques, 
and others. Demonstrate the methods in the EGR model. 

• Have the participants do tasks to demonstrate any changes in their beliefs, 
understanding, capability and confidence rather than just listen to you. 

• If the activity runs during term time ask if you can use some classes (real children) to 
demonstrate EGR instruction. 

 

8.0 Communities of Practice 
8.1 Introduction to Communities of Practice (CoP) 
Communities of practice (CoP) are groups of people who share a passion for something that they 
do, and who want to interact regularly to learn how to do it better (Wikipedia).  Communities of 
practice can evolve naturally because of the members' common interest in a particular area, or they 
can be created specifically with the goal of gaining knowledge related to their field. It is through 
the process of sharing information and experiences with the group that the members learn from 
each other, and have an opportunity to develop themselves personally and professionally Lave & 
Wenger 1991). This learning involves practice and participation.   

Participating in a CoP activity saves time.  Davenport and Prusak (2000) state that what an 
individual would spend time on searching for information can be got by consulting another 
member. For instance, basing on one individual’s experience in the classroom, this person can 
share the best way to teach vowel sounds.   

Members can freely discuss and brainstorm about a task or challenge; this can lead to their gaining 
new competences and improving performance (wenger-trayner.com).  

Communities of practice help the individuals move from book knowledge (theory) to actual 
practice (Duguid, 2005).  Members gain confidence and competences in their professional fields. 

8.2 Benefits of a Community of Practice 
1. It creates opportunities for head teachers to program and support teacher peer support 

forums for their staff. 
2. It is a forum where head teachers can agree on the best way to link teacher support 

supervision to literacy attainment levels as opposed to traditional supervision which 
doesn’t focus on learner competencies.  

3. Head teachers can identify good teachers in EGR methodology and avail them to support 
struggling teachers in the community of practice. Teachers with good mastery of the EGR 
methodology can support struggling teachers.  
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4. Head teachers can use community of practice meetings to share good practices in regard to 
creating safe school environments, time management, books care, storage and usage. 

5. Head teachers can share good practices on teacher deployment and reward. Head teachers 
normally deploy poor teachers in lower classes and the best teachers in upper classes. It is 
also common for head teaches to reward upper class teachers at the expense of lower class 
teachers.  

  8.3 Barriers to a successful Community of Practice  
The same challenges that face relationships also affect the community of practice.  Below are 
some of these: 

• Individual members who are unwilling to work with others or accept help from others. 
• Personal conflicts among members. 
• Large overwhelming groups. 
•  Time constraints. 
• Competition among members instead of cooperation and collaboration. 

8.4 Facilitating a School – based Communities of Practice Meeting (CoP) 
     Key roles of a facilitator of a CoP meeting3 
These include; asking questions, paraphrasing, summarizing and encouraging 
One of the most important factors for the success of a community is the strength of its   
leadership. Effective facilitators, or community coordinators are able to dedicate a significant 
portion of their time and expertise in performing a number of key functions.   
 
A facilitator helps a group function effectively by playing these key roles: 

• Clarifies and reinforces the purpose of community meetings. 
•  Keeps the discussion focused. 
• Ensures that everyone has a chance to participate. 
• Helps to ensure that all members of the group understand the content shared at different 

meetings.  

    The key facilitating skills4 
There are four critical facilitation skills that should be used by the facilitator to help groups work 
together effectively. These include:  
Asking questions 

Probing and using questions to understand, is a way to learn more and promote another’s reflection. Ask 
questions in a way that will not make people feel they are interrogated. As you ask questions make sure 
you give the teachers ample time to respond to their responses. Be a good listener. This will make them 

 
3 Bellanet &TRG (2002) This information was adapted from Facilitating a Community of Practice – Itrain Group 
www.bellanet.org/itrain– Participant Manual page 5 - 6 
4 Adapted from Ride Linking learning and Assessment in Rhode Island Schools – Becoming a successful Community 
of Practice Facilitator   - @2012 West Ed All rights reserved 
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feel the facilitator cares about what they are saying.  People often enjoy being asked to talk about what 
they are doing, thinking, or feeling and appreciate when someone takes the time to listen.  Ask probing 
questions. For example, “What was your thinking when you….” These will encourage people to talk. 
Specific follow-up questions can also be asked. These will aid gaining of more specific understanding of 
key points or ideas that were shared.  

Paraphrasing 5 

Paraphrase is a very important way to check for understanding, convey that one is listening, and help 
individuals or groups move the discussion forward. Paraphrasing may have gotten a bad reputation 
because of the way it was taught years ago. “I hear you saying…” was a phrase that put the focus on the 
listener instead of the speaker. While there were reasons for paraphrasing that way, it is often much more 
effective to keep the focus on the speaker by using a starter such as, “So you’re saying/ thinking/ 
feeling…” People should not worry about paraphrasing incorrectly, as long as it is clear to the speaker 
that they are seeking to understand. If the person says, “No, that’s not what I meant; I think…” then, as 
long as the listener is open to hearing the clarification, the communication is enhanced. 

 Summarizing  

It is important that at the end of each session the coach summarizes the discussion. It is also important to 
summarize the agreed on action points. This is because it helps participants to pick out vital concepts that 
support them consolidate what they have discussed. This can be done through asking some questions and 
giving comments on some points of emphasis.   

   Encouraging  

Intensive coaching requires the voice of the teacher to be heard. It is important therefore that teachers are 
encouraged to participate. This will support them share their thoughts, feelings, experiences, challenges, 
opinions and lessons they have learnt. The coach should consider providing opportunities for participation 
through ice breaking activities, acknowledging participants’ contributions, and by providing positive 
feedback. If a coach can encourage participation from everyone in the room, everything else can begin to 
fall into place. 6 

  

 
5 Adapted from Ride Linking learning and Assessment in Rhode Island Schools – Becoming a successful Community 
of Practice Facilitator   - @2012 West Ed All rights reserved 
6 Adapted from Essential Facilitation Skills for an Effective Facilitator by Robert Cserti – January 28, 2019 
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ANNEX 1:  Primary 1 Lesson Observation Tool 
 

 

 

USAID/Uganda Literacy Achievement and Retention Activity - Lesson Observation Tool 

Pre-Observation (complete this before the lesson begins with information from the head teacher and/or 
teacher) 
1 Class to be observed:        a.  P1 

2 
Lesson/learning area to be observed:   
   a.  Literacy1             b.  Literacy 2                    c.  English 

3 
Language school uses for instruction in P1-P4:   
   a.  Luganda        b.  Runyankore – Rukiga       c.  Runyoro – Rutooro       d.  English 
   e.  Other _____________ (Specify)          

4 

Was the teacher trained in the USAID/RTI early grade reading methodology? 
a.  Yes             b.  No 
If NO and is the appropriate class teacher, why didn’t he/she attend training? 
 

5 

a)    What term, week and day lesson should teacher be teaching? 
Term:_________Week:________Day:_______ 
b)   What term, week and day lesson is the teacher teaching? 
Term:_________Week:________Day:_______ 
If response for ‘b is different from ‘a’, explain Why. 
 

6 
Ask to see teacher’s note book for support supervision. Is there information about last term’s classroom 
observations by the head teacher, Coordinating Centre Tutor and any other district officials?   Yes   No 
 

District________________________________________CC____________________________________ 
School__________________________________________EMIS Number: ________________________             
Teacher’s name:_________________________________________Male/Female__________________ 
Name and title of Support Supervisor :____________________________________________________ 
Date of Supervision  Visit :_______________________________________________________ 
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Specify who observed the teacher: ________________________________ 
Notes (other information in note book): 
 

Lesson plan review 
1. Read through the teacher’s lesson plan, side by side with the Teacher’s Guide. 
2. Note areas where content has been added/omitted/skipped and changes he/she has made in the steps in teaching 
procedure.  
3. Discuss with the teacher how he/she can better prepare and demonstrate the lesson steps in the teaching 
procedure. 
4. Check if the teacher summarizes the steps in the teaching procedure. Also check for clarity and presentation of 
instructions for learners. 

7 (Page through the teacher’s planning book) How many literacy lesson plans were written for last week? 
         0.              1.              2.                 3.               4.            5.   

 
Observation 
Lesson starts: ____:____  lesson ends: ____:____            length of lesson _____________minutes 
 
Number of learners attending class: Boys ________Girls ___________ (Ask boys to stand, count, then ask 
girls) 
 
Number of pupil books used in class: ___________________ 
 
Day’s content (P1 – P3) 

1. Day 1       2. Day 2      3. Day 3    4. Day 4  
Literacy 1 
Primary 1 
Day 1 & 3 
Does the teacher… FOCUS CODING  

0. NO        
1. YES            

8 Model correct pronunciation of sound letter(s) being 
taught 

Letter Sounds  

9 Ask learners to point to letter(s) in their book and say 
sound aloud 

Learner Recall  

10 Call on small groups or individuals to say letter aloud Learner Assessment  
11 Read other sounds and syllables from the book or from 

a review chart  
Letter Sounds  
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12 Point to sounds and syllables and ask the learners to read 
as a whole class.  

Learner Recall  

13 Point to random sounds and syllables and ask the 
learners to read in small groups or individually.  

Learner Assessment  

14 As the learners are reading sounds from the review chart 
or book, select one learner near you and watch them.  
Are they:  
 

1.  sitting silently    
2. Saying correct sounds and syllables aloud 
while looking at review chart    
3. Saying correct sounds and syllables aloud 
while looking somewhere else in the room    
4. Saying wrong sounds and syllables  
5. Talking/doing something unrelated to 
lesson    
6. Mouthing letters and syllables silently 
6. Not applicable- this step was skipped 

15 Ask learners to say what they see in the picture in small 
groups (does NOT count if teacher-led/full class)  

Individual Practice  

16 Walk around the room listening to learner conversations   Learner Assessment  
17 Ask learners what is in the picture and how it relates to 

the theme as a whole class  
Direct Instruction  

18 Say the first keyword Direct Instruction  
19 Ask learners to point to this word in the picture  Learner Recall  
20 Say the word while clapping the syllables Segmenting  
21 Ask learners to clap and say syllables.   Learner Recall  
22 As the learners are clapping and saying syllables, select 

one learner near you and watch them.  Are they:  
 

1.  sitting silently    
2. Saying correct syllables aloud while 
looking at word     
3. Saying correct syllables aloud while 
looking somewhere else in the room    
4. Saying wrong syllables  
5. Talking/doing something unrelated to 
lesson   
6. Mouthing syllables silently 
7. Not applicable- this step was skipped 

23 Ask learners “how many syllables are in the word?” 
without telling them first. 

Learner Recall  

24 How many learners gave the correct number of 
syllables? 

1. Not applicable- teacher gave answer first    
2. Most/All     
3. One half to Three Quarters 
4. Less than one half  
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5. Few/none   
6. Not applicable- this step was skipped 

25 Use fingers to count the number of syllables in the word Segmenting  
26 Repeat steps for 2 other words   
27 Write the first word on the chalkboard and sound it out 

slowly 
Fluency  

28 Ask learners to repeat the word aloud Learner Recall  
29 As the learners say the word, select one learner near you 

and watch them.  Are they:  
 

1.  sitting silently    
2. Saying correct word while looking at word     
3. Saying correct word while looking 
somewhere else in the room    
4. Saying wrong word  
5. Talking/doing something unrelated to 
lesson   
6. Mouthing word silently 
7. Not applicable- this step was skipped 

30 Repeat steps for 2 other words   
31 Point to a word and ask learners to read it aloud, without 

telling what the word is first 
Learner Assessment  

32 How many learners read the word correctly? 1. Not applicable- teacher gave answer first    
2. Most/All     
3. One half to Three Quarters 
4. Less than one half  
5. Few/none   
6. Not applicable- this step was skipped 

33 Ask learners to read the words in their books in pairs or 
small groups  (does not count if full class) 

Individual Practice  

34 Walk around the room listening to learners reading   Learner Assessment  
35 Read first sentence on chalkboard, pointing to words Fluency  
36 Ask learners to read with you and point to each word in 

their book 
Learner Recall  

37 As the learners read the sentence, select one learner near 
you and watch them.  Are they:  
 

1. Sitting silently    
2. Saying correct words while pointing in the 
right place     
3. Saying correct words while pointing in the 
wrong place/not pointing 
4. Saying wrong words  
5. Talking/doing something unrelated to 
lesson   
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6. Mouthing words silently 
7. Not applicable- this step was skipped 

38 Repeat steps with two other sentences   
39 Ask learners to read the sentences in their books in pairs 

or small groups  (does not count if full class) 
Individual Practice  

40 Walk around the room listening to learners reading   Learner Assessment  
Primary 1 
Literacy 1 
Day 2 & 4 
Does the Teacher… FOCUS CODING  

0. NO       1.  
YES            

41 Read title of story Direct Instruction  
42 Ask learners what they see in the picture Comprehension  
43 Call on individual learners to predict what will happen 

in the story 
Individual Practice  

44 Summarize predictions Comprehension  
45 Read the story aloud Fluency  

46 Ask learners (full class) if predictions were correct Learner Recall  
47 Ask learners to read the story with you as they point to 

words 
Fluency  

48 As the learners read the story, select one learner near you 
and watch them.  Are they:  
 

1. Sitting silently    
2. Saying correct words while pointing in the 
right place     
3. Saying correct words while pointing in the 
wrong place/not pointing 
4. Saying wrong words  
5. Talking/doing something unrelated to 
lesson   
6. Mouthing words silently 
7. Not applicable- this step was skipped 

49 Ask all learners to whisper-read story individually, 
pointing to each word 

Individual Practice  

50 Move around the room listening and correcting learners Learner Assessment  
51 Call on 3-5 learners to read the story aloud Learner Assessment  
52 Make a written record of learners reading performance Learner Assessment  
53 Ask learners to find the answer to the In the Text 

Question 
Comprehension  
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54 How many learners answer the In the Text question 
correctly? 

1. Not applicable- teacher gave answer first    
2. Most/All     
3. One half to Three Quarters 
4. Less than one half  
5. Few/none   
6. Not applicable- this step was skipped 

55 Ask learners to answer the In My Mind Question Comprehension  
56 How many learners answer the In My Mind question 

correctly? 
1. Not applicable- teacher gave answer first    
2. Most/All     
3. One half to Three Quarters 
4. Less than one half  
5. Few/none   
6. Not applicable- this step was skipped 

57 Call on learners to make predictions about what will 
happen next 

Learner Recall  

Primary 1 
Literacy 2 
Days 1 & 3 
Does the Teacher… FOCUS CODING  

0.  NO       1.  YES            
58 Write the pattern of the day in the air as learners watch Writing  
59 Ask learners to write the pattern in the air [full class] Writing  
60 Call on individual learners to write pattern in the air Learner Assessment  
61 How many learners were able to write the pattern in the 

air? 
1. All learners 
2. Most 
3. About half 
4. Few 
5. None 
6. Not applicable- this step was skipped 

62 Write the pattern on the board Writing  
63 Ask learners to trace the pattern in the book with their 

finger 
Writing  

64 Ask learners to copy pattern in their exercise book Individual Practice  
65 Move around the room assessing pattern writing Learner Assessment  
66 Look at one learner’s exercise book- is there an activity 

from the past week? 
1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Not applicable- no exercise books 

67 Has the teacher marked previous exercises? 1. Yes 
2. No 
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3. Not applicable- no exercise books 
68 Write the letter of the day in the air as learners watch Writing  
69 Ask learners to write the letter in the air [full class] Writing  
70 Call on individual learners to write letter in the air Individual Practice  
71 Have learners write the pattern on their friends back, the 

table, or their own hand 
Individual Practice  

72 Write the letter on the chalkboard Writing  
73 Ask learners to trace the letter in the book with their 

finger 
Writing  

74 Ask learners to copy letter 6 times in their exercise book Individual Practice  
75 Move around the room assessing letter writing Learner Assessment  
76 How many learners does the teacher give individual 

feedback to? 
1. None 
2. 1-2 
3. 3-5 
4. 6+ 
5. Not applicable- this step was skipped 

77 Write a word on the chalkboard Writing  
78 Touch the starting point of each letter Writing  
79 Trace each letter Writing  
80 ‘Think Aloud’ how to write each letter Writing  
81 Ask learners to trace each letter of their names or another 

word 
Individual Practice  

82 Ask learners to write their names or another word 3 
times in exercise books 

Individual Practice  

83 Move around the room assessing learners Learner Assessment  
Primary 1 
Literacy 2 
Days 2 & 4 
Does the Teacher… FOCUS CODING  

0. NO       1.  
YES            

84 Ask learners to suggest who is in the story, what happens 
and how story will end 

Brainstorming  

85 Discuss and decide on a title and 3-4 sentences with the 
whole class 

Brainstorming  

86 As the class makes a story, how many learners are 
suggesting ideas and sentences? 

1. Most/All learners 
2. About half of the class 
3. A few learners 
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4. 1-2 learners only 
5. Teacher is making all suggestions 
6. Not applicable- step was skipped 

87 Ask learners to remind teacher of first sentence Learner Recall  
88 ‘Think aloud’ as teacher writes story on chalkboard Writing  
89 ‘Think aloud’ as teacher checks the text Writing  
90 Read the story to the class Direct Instruction  
91 Ask learners to read the story as a full class Learner Recall  
92 As the class reads the story aloud, select one learner near 

you and watch them.  Are they:  
 

1. Sitting silently    
2. Saying correct words while looking at the 
chalkboard 
3. Saying correct words while looking away 
from the chalkboard 
4. Saying wrong words 
5. Talking/doing something unrelated to 
lesson   
6. Mouthing words silently 
7. Not applicable- this step was skipped 

93 Call on individual learners to read the story  Learner Assessment  
Primary 1 
English 
Days 1&3 
Does the Teacher… FOCUS CODING  

0. NO       1.  
YES            

94 Ask learners to look at the big picture in their books Direct Instruction  
95 Ask learners the characters, setting and actions in the 

picture 
Learner Recall  

96 Ask learners to predict what will happen in the story Learner Recall  
97 Read the story twice Fluency  
98 Ask “In the Text” Question Comprehension  
99 Ask “In My Mind” Question Comprehension  
100 When the teacher asks “In My Mind” Question- select 

and observe one learner.  Does he/she 
1. Raise his/her hand to answer the question 
2. Call out the answer with the rest of the class 
3. Stay silent as another learner answers 
4. Stay silent as the teacher gives answer 
5. Talking/doing something unrelated 
6. Not applicable- step was skipped 
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101 Say a vocabulary word while pointing to the picture or 
doing an action 

Vocabulary  

102 Say a word and ask learners to point to the correct 
picture or do the action 

Vocabulary  

103 Point to a picture or do an action and have learners say 
the word 

Learner Assessment  

104 How many learners are able to say the word based on an 
action or picture?` 

1. All or most of the class 
2. Less than half of the class 
3. A few learners 
4. 1-2 learners only 
5. None of the learners 
6. Not applicable- step was skipped 

Primary 1 
English 
Days 2&4 
Does the Teacher… FOCUS CODING  

0. NO       1.  
YES            

105 Say sentence structure while pointing to picture or doing 
gesture 

Direct Instruction  

106 Ask learners to say sentence structure [full class] Learner Recall  
107 Ask learners to practice sentence with picture cards or 

gesture [full class] 
Learner Recall  

108 Ask one half of the class to say the first part of the 
sentence structure while the other half of the class 
completes the structure 

Learner Recall  

109 Ask learners to role-play and say the sentence structures 
in pairs 

Individual Practice  

110 As learners practice, observe one pair- do learners:  1. Try saying the correct structures to each 
other 
2. Say other English words to each other 
3. Speak in local language 
4. Sit quietly 
5. Not applicable- step was skipped 

111 Say the rhyme, counting the words on each line on 
fingers 

Direct Instruction  

112 Practice rhyme line by line with class Learner Recall  
113 Say rhyme while doing rhyme action DAY 2 ONLY  
114 Practice rhyme and action with the class DAY 2 ONLY  
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115 Have different groups in the class demonstrate the 
rhyme and counting 

DAY 4 ONLY  

116 Ask individual learners to demonstrate rhyme and action Learner Assessment  
117 Say a word from a picture Direct Instruction  
118 Clap for each syllable in the word Segmenting  
119 Ask learners to clap the syllables [full class] Learner Recall  
120 Ask learners how many syllables are in the word [full 

class] 
Learner Assessment  

121 As learners clap, choose one learner near you and 
observe them.  Does the learner: 

1. Clap the correct syllables, saying the word 
2. Clap incorrect syllables 
3. Clap correct syllables without saying the 
word 
4. Remain silent 
5. Doing something unrelated to lesson 
6. Not applicable- step was skipped 

122 Repeat with rest of vocabulary words Learner Assessment  
123 Ask learners which words are longer/shorter by clapping 

syllables 
Learner Recall  

Instructional practices 
Throughout the lesson, did the teacher: FOCUS CODING 

0. NO       1.  
YES            

417 Model the activity before asking the learners to do it. Modelling  
418 Use different activities to teach blending and 

segmenting of sounds, syllables and words e.g. sound 
games 

Phonics  

419 Use locally available materials to supplement the lesson 
content 

Supplementary 
materials 

 

420 Learners were reading from textbook/printed material 1. All or most of the learners 
2. Half of the learners 
3. Less than half of the learners 
4. Few/None of the learners 

421 From all the learner observations done during the lesson, 
were the learners actively participating in the lesson 

Learner engagement  

422 Record learners progress in the CAM form Learner assessment  
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ANNEX 2:      Sample Learner Checks 
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Luganda P1-P2 Learner Check 

Learner No.  ___ Learner Sex:    M      F Learner Class:    P1  P2 

Show the learner the sheet of letters in the pupil stimuli.  Say: 

Waliwo wano olupapula okuli ennukuta za walifu.   Mbuulira amannya g’ennukuta zonna z’osobola, mu bwangu naye 
nga weegendereza.  Bw’osanga ennukuta gy’otomanyi, genda kw’eddako.  Nja kusirika nkuwulirize.  Weetegese? 
Tandika.  

Letter Names 

______/10 

s               u                  j                   o                i    

a              w                 e                   z                f 

Comments on 
wrong answers 
(e.g. learner gave 
wrong letter name; 
no response) 

  

Show the learner the sheet of syllables in the pupil stimuli. Say: 

Waliwo wano ennyingo.  Njagala osome nnyingi nga bw’osobola. Bweŋŋamba nti “Tandika,” soma ennyingo mu 
bwangu naye nga weegendereza. Nja kusirika nkuwulirize.  Weetegese? Tandika.  

 

Syllables 

______/8 

su             me               zi                   fu      

bo             ja                te                 wo 

Comments on 
wrong answers 
(e.g. learner read 
individual sounds, 
not syllables; no 
response) 

 

Show the learner the sheet of words in the pupil stimuli.  Say: 

Waliwo wano ebigambo.  Njagala onsomere ebigambo byona byosobola. 

Bwengamba nti “Tandika,” soma ebigambo mu bwangu naye nga wegendereza. 

Nja kusirika nkuwulirize.  Wetegese? Tandika.  

Words 

_______/6 

alima                ekitabo                        akaana     

abayizi             akama                      omukeeka 

Comments on 
wrong answers 
(ie.g.. learner 
struggled to blend 
sounds) 

 

 TOTAL:  ______/24 
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Luganda P3 Learner Check 

Learner No.  ___ Learner Sex:    M      F Learner Class:    P3 
 

 
Show the learner the sheet of sentences in the pupil stimuli.  Say: 
 

Waliwo wano sentensi.  Njagala onsomere sentensi zonna z’osobola.  Nja kusirika nkuwulirize.  
Weetegese? Tandika.  

 

Sentences 
 
________/5 

Enjuki zisula mu muzinga. 
 
Omusajja omu munene. 
 
Amatungulu gawooma nnyo. 
 
Maama alima kawo ne soya. 
 
Embuzi essatu mbi. 
 

Comments on wrong answers 
(e.g. learner cannot read 
complete sentences, no 
response) 

 
 
 
 
 

Show the learner the sheet of sentences in the pupil stimuli.  Say: 
 

Waliwo wano emboozi.  Njagala ogisome n’obwegendereza n’oluvannyuma nkubuuze ebibuuzo.  
Weetegese? Tandika.  

 

Story text 
 
________/3 

Mwami Makanga mulimi wa kasooli. Alimira ku kyalo kakindu. Kasooli 
amulima omulundi gumu mu mwaka. Kasooli we mulungi nnyo. 

Questions to ask  
1. Ani alima kasooli? 
2. Kasooli amulimira ku kyalo ki? 
3. Kasooli amulima emirundi emeka mu mwaka? 

 
Comments on wrong answers 
(e.g. learner read few words, 
did not answer the 
comprehension questions 
correctly, no response) 

 

 TOTAL:  ______/8 
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Runyankore-Rukiga P1-P2 Learner Check 

Learner No.  
___ 

 Learner Sex:    M      F Learner Class:    P1  P2 
 

 Show the learner the sheet of letters in the pupil stimuli.  Say: 
Orupapura oru hariho enyuguta za alifu. Ngambira amaziina g’enyuguta zoona ezi orikubaasa. 
Kundagire nti “Tandika” Ngabira amaziina g’enyuguta orikurahuka kandi orikwegyendesereza. Ku 
orashangye enyuguta ei otarikumanya eiziina ryayo, gyenda ahanyuguta erikukurataho. Ninza  
kuhurikiza oku orashome enyuguta ezo. Oyetekatekire? Kare tandika. 

Letter Names 
______/10 
 
 

  
s               u                  j                   o                i    
a              w                 e                   z                f  

Comments on 
wrong answers 
(e.g. learner 
gave wrong 
letter name; 
no response) 

  

  
Reeba enginga ezi.  Ninyenda onshomere enginga zoona ezi orikubaasa. 
 
Kundagire nti “Tandika,”shoma enginga noorahuka kwonka orikwegyendesereza. 
 
Ninza kuhurikiza oku orashome enginga ezo. Oyetekatekire? Tandika. 

 

Syllables 
______/8 
 

 su             me               zi                   fu      
bo             ja                te                 wo
  

Comments on 
wrong answers 
(e.g. learner 
read 
individual 
sounds, not 
syllables; no 
response) 

  

 Show the learner the sheet of words in the pupil stimuli. Say: 

 
Show the learner the sheet of words in the pupil stimuli.  Say: 

Waliwo wano ebigambo.  Njagala onsomere ebigambo byona byosobola. 

Bwengamba nti “Tandika,” soma ebigambo mu bwangu naye nga wegendereza. 
Nja kusirika nkuwulirize.  Wetegese? Tandika.  

Words 
_______/6 

 amate               omuti                 ekitebe 
kaaka               ekabada           abaana 

Comments on 
wrong answers 
(e.g.. learner 

  

Reeba ebigambo ebi. Ninyenda onshomere ebigambo ebi orikubaasa. 

Kundagire nti “Tandika,”shooma ebigambo ebi orikurahuka kwonka orikwegyendesereza. 

Ninza kuhurikiriza nkoku orikushoma ebigambo ebi. Oyetekatekire? Tandika. 
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struggled to 
blend sounds) 
  TOTAL:  ______/24 
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Runyankore-Rukiga P3 Learner Check 

Learner No. ___ Learner Sex:   M   F Learner Class:   P3 
 

Show the learner the sheet of sentences in the pupil stimuli.  Say: 
 

Reeba sentensi ezi. Ninyenda onshomere emishorongo eyi orikubaasa. Ninza kuhurikiriza nkoku 
orikushoma ebigambo ebi. Oyetekatekire? Tandika. 

 

Sentences 
 
________/5 

Abeegi baine ebitabo. 
 
Ba maama bareeba enjoka. 
 
Pikipiki yaayambuka entindo. 
 
Muhangi akahwera omwana. 
 
Kiconco akaruka ekiibo. 
 

Comments on wrong answers 
(e.g. learner cannot read 
complete sentences, no 
response) 

 

Show the learner the sheet of sentences in the pupil stimuli.  Say: 
 

Reeba ekitebyo. Ninyenda onshomere  ekitebyo eki orikurahuka kwonka orikwegyendesereza 
nabwanyima ninyenda ogarukemu ebibuuzo ebikuruga omukitebyo eki. Oyeteekateekire?  Tandika. 

 

Story text 
 
________/3 

Musiime na Katusiime nibaza kwega. Nibeegyera hare.  Nibatiina abantu babi 
omumuhanda.  Ishebo nabatwara aha gaari.  Egaari ya ishebo eine omugasho. 
 

Questions to ask   
1. Musiime na Katusiime nibaza kukoraki? 
2. Ishebo nabatwara ahariki? 
3. Nitubaasa kwerinda tuta twaba nituza aha eishomero? 

Comments on 
wrong answers 
(e.g. learner read 
few words, did not 
answer the 
comprehension 
questions 
correctly, no 
response) 

 

 TOTAL:  ______/8 
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ANNEX 3:    IMPLEMENTATION PLAN  

 SN ITEM By Who How Often  Resources   Required 

1 Classroom 
Observation 

Head teacher 

Once a week per teacher  
Classroom observation tool installed on 
a tablet and support supervision book 

Deputy head teacher Paper tool 

FA Once a day in a school  

Classroom observation tool and 
supervision of supervision tool installed 
on a tablet  

Systems people (e.g. CCT, 
District teams ) Once a term per school 

Paper tool (Classroom observation tool 
and supervision of supervision tool) 

Technical staff 
Once a term in selected 
schools  Paper tool/tablets 

          

2 Learner check 

Teacher 
Once a week (Assessment 
day) 

Selected texts, words or sounds from 
Pupil book 

Head teacher Once a week  per class 
Selected texts, words or sounds from 
Pupil book 

Technical staff 
Once a term in selected 
schools  

Selected texts, words or sounds from 
Pupil book/stimuli 

FA Once a day in a school  
Selected texts, words or sounds from 
Pupil book/stimuli 

Systems people (e.g. CCT, 
District teams ) Once a term per school 

Selected texts, words or sounds from 
Pupil book/stimuli 

          

3 
Community of 
Practice (CoP) Head teacher Once a month 

Selected scripted CPDs and other need 
based CoP content  

NB: Head teachers will make agreements at the end of the training after agreeing on how often they will support  the teacher   
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